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Abstract

We present a characterization of confluence for term rewriting systems, which is then refined for
special classes of rewriting systems. The refined characterization is used to obtain a polynomial time
algorithm for deciding the confluence of ground term rewrite systems. The same approach also shows
the decidability of confluence for shallow and linear term rewriting systems. The decision procedure
has a polynomial time complexity under the assumption that the maximum arity of a function symbol
in the signature is a constant.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Programming language interpreters, proving equations (e.g.,x3 = x implies the
ring is Abelian), abstract data types, program transformation and optimization, and even
computation itself (e.g., Turing machine) can all be specified by a set of rules, called
a rewrite system. The rules are used to replace (“reduce”) subexpressions of given
expressions by other expressions (usually equivalent ones in some sense). Rewriting is
used at the core of theorem provers and symbolic algebra algorithms for simplification.
Rewriting techniques have found applications in generating decision procedures for special
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theories of interest and for describing known decision procedures in a simple, yet formally
rigorous, language.

A fundamental property of a rewrite system is the confluence or Church–Rosser
property. Informally, confluence states that if an expressiona can be reduced (in zero or
more steps) to two different expressionsb andc, then there is a common expressiond to
which bothb andc can be reduced in zero or more steps. When rewriting is used to describe
computation, confluence implies that the nondeterminism in the program is a “don’t care”,
rather than a “don’t know” nondeterminism, and hence it helps in avoiding backtracking.
In the context of simplification, confluence implies uniqueness of normal (“irreducible”)
forms and guarantees at most one canonical representative for any expression.

The problem of checking confluence of an arbitrary term rewrite system is undecidable.
However, it is known to be decidable for terminating systems [16] where it admits a local
characterization. It can also be decided for special subclasses of term rewrite systems,
such as variable-free, or “ground”, systems and left-linear right-ground rewrite systems.
For these cases, the first proposed algorithms, both for ground [7,20] and left-linear
right-ground rewrite systems [7], were based on tree-automaton techniques, where the
reachability relation induced by a term rewrite system is captured through a tree-transducer
and confluence is then tested via language inclusion on appropriately constructed tree-
transducers. The tree-automaton based approach showed these problems to be inEXPTIME,
but no nontrivial lower bounds were known. Hence the exact complexity of these problem
was open and remained so for several years [10].

In this paper, we show that (i) the confluence of ground term rewrite systems is decidable
in PTIME and (ii) the confluence of shallow and linear term rewrite systems is also
decidable inPTIME, if the maximum arity of a function symbol in the signature is treated as
a constant. These two results are established using a uniform and general approach based
on the concepts of abstract congruence and rewrite closures, confluence characterization in
terms of such closures, signatures of terms, and signature rewriting.

1.1. Related work

Confluence was shown to be decidable in polynomial time for ground rewrite systems
over signatures containing at most one unary function symbol and finitely many constants
in [14]. For arbitrary signatures, confluence of ground term rewriting systems was shown
to admit a polynomial time decision procedure recently [6]. The same result was proved in-
dependently [23] using the concepts of rewrite closure and congruence closure for ground
rewrite systems. It was also extended to shallow and linear systems that do not share vari-
ables between the two sides [23]. A simpler and highly specialized proof of the results in
these papers was later presented [12], where confluence is directly characterized without
using rewrite closure, thus giving a proof accessible to nonexperts. A significant and non-
trivial extension to linear and shallow term rewrite systemsthat also allow for variables to
be shared between the two sideswas considered very recently [13], where confluence was
shown to be decidable and also admit a polynomial time algorithm under the assumption
that the maximum arity of a function symbol in the signature is treated as a constant.

In this paper, we consolidate all the prior known results by generalizing the abstract
rewrite closure based framework from [23]. We first present a characterization of
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confluence for a large class of term rewrite systems and later use that characterization
to obtain polynomial time decision procedures for confluence of two classes of term
rewrite systems. The specialization to the ground case results in a procedure similar to
the one described earlier [12,23]. As mentioned above, the approach in [12] is much more
specific than the approach of this paper and results in a simpler proof that is accessible
to nonexperts. The specialization to the shallow and linear case yields an algorithm which
is similar to the algorithm in [13] and it is shown to be in polynomial time under the
assumption that the maximum arity of a function symbol is a constant.

1.2. Overview

A naive method for deciding the confluence of a rewrite systemR would test that
whenever two termss and t are equivalent modulo the equational theory induced byR,
it is also the case thats andt are joinable byR. However, this fact needs to be tested for all
the infinitely many termss andt . The main result of this paper shows that in certain cases,
we only need to test this fact for terms from afiniteset, the so called set of signature terms.
Signature terms are rewritten using a slightly modified notion of rewriting, called signature
rewriting.

One of the assumptions on the rewrite systemsR is that they admit a rewrite closure
presentation with some nice properties. In our previous work [22], we introduced the
concept of an abstract rewrite closure along the lines of an abstract congruence closure [4].
In essence, abstract rewrite closure represents certain kinds of ground tree transducer. Just
as abstract congruence closure can be used to efficiently decide the congruence relation
induced by a set of ground equations, an abstract rewrite closure efficiently decides the
rewrite relation, or reachability, induced by a set of directed equations. In this paper, we
use congruence and rewrite closures to reduce the problem of deciding confluence to testing
joinability of finitely many signature terms. We then show that ground and linear shallow
term rewrite systems satisfy the assumptions made, and hence we obtain a polynomial time
algorithm to decide the confluence of these rewrite systems.

As a running example, consider a ground term rewrite systemR={a→ f (a, b),

f (a, b) → f (b, a)}. The rewrite systemR is not confluent as the two termsf (b, a)

and f ( f (b, a), b), are congruent moduloR, but they are not joinable byR. The pair
{ f (b, a), f ( f (b, a), b)} is, therefore, a witness to the nonconfluence ofR. We will use
orderings on terms, extended to pairs, to order such witnesses. The correctness proofs
argue that the minimal witnesses map to signature terms, when rewriting over signature
terms is suitably defined.

1.3. Preliminaries

Let Σ be a set, called asignature, with an associatedarity function arity: Σ �→ N. Let
V be a countable set disjoint fromΣ . The setT(Σ , V) of terms(over Σ ) is defined as
the smallest set containingV and such thatf (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ T(Σ , V) wheneverf ∈ Σ ,
arity( f ) = n andt1, . . . , tn ∈ T(Σ , V). The elements of the setsΣ andV are respectively
calledfunction symbolsandvariables. Note that elementsa in Σ for which arity(a) = 0,
calledconstants, are included in the setT(Σ , V). Terms not containing any variables are
calledground. The symbolss, t, u, . . ., with possible subscripts, are used to denote terms;
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f, g, . . ., function symbols; anda, b, . . ., constants. A function symbolf ∈ Σ such that
arity( f ) = m is also denoted byf (m). A term f (t1, . . . , tm) is written without parenthesis,
f t1 . . . tm, when it is unambiguous to do so. Thesize, ‖t‖, of a termt = f t1 . . . tn is
defined as 1+ ∑n

i=1 ‖ti ‖. Thedepthof a terms is zero ifs is a variable or a constant, and
1+ maxi depth(si ) if s = f s1 . . . sm. A term with depth at most one is calledflat. A term
is shallowif all variables occur at depth at most one, and it islinear if no variable occurs
more than once.

A position is a possibly empty sequence of positive numbers. Ifp is a position andt
is a term, thent|p denotes thesubterm of t at position p, defined ast|λ = t (whereλ

denotes the empty sequence) and( f t1 . . . tn)|i.p = ti |p if 1 ≤ i ≤ n (and is undefined if
i > n). We also writet[s]p (or just t[s] when p is clear from the context) to denote the
term obtained by replacing int the subterm at positionp by the terms. For example, ift
is f (a, g(b, h(c)), d), thent|2.2.1 = c, andt[d]2.2 = f (a, g(b, d), d).

A substitution, denoted byσ , is a mapping fromV to T(Σ , V), homomorphically
extended to a mapping fromT(Σ , V) to T(Σ , V). Application of σ is denoted using a
postfix notation. For example, ifσ is {x �→ f by, y �→ a}, thengxyσ is g( f by, a).

An (undirected) equationis an unordered pair of terms, writtens ≈ t . A directed
equationor rule is an ordered pair of terms, writtens → t . This rule is ground (shallow,
linear, flat respectively) ifs andt are ground (shallow, linear, flat respectively) terms. The
size of an equations ≈ t or a rules → t is defined to be‖s‖ + ‖t‖. If R is a set of rules,
then we defineR− = {s → t : t → s ∈ R} andR± = R∪ R−. We say thats rewrites to
t in one step at positionp (by R), denoted bys →R,p t , if s|p = lσ andt = s[r σ ]p, for
somel → r ∈ R and substitutionσ . If p = λ, then the rewrite step is said to be applied
at the topmost position(at the root) and is denoted bys →root

R t ; it is denoted bys →nr
R t

otherwise. Therewrite relation→R induced byR on T(Σ , V) is defined bys →R t if
s →R,p t for some positionp. A set R of (ground, shallow, linear, flat respectively) rules
is called, respectively, a(ground, shallow, linear, or flat) rewrite system. We writes →?

R t
if either s = t or s →R t . Thesize, ‖R‖, of a setR of equations or rules is the sum of the
sizes of individual equations or rules inR. The cardinality of a setR is denoted by|R|.

If → is a binary relation, then← denotes its inverse,↔ its symmetric closure,→+
its transitive closure, and→∗ its reflexive-transitive closure. Thus,←E and→E− denote
identical relations.

A proof or derivationof s →∗
R t (usingR) is a finite sequences = s0 →R s1, s1 →R

s2, . . . , sk−1 →R sk = t (k ≥ 0), which is usually written in abbreviated form as
s = s0 →R s1 →R · · · →R sk = t (k ≥ 0).

Any irreflexive and transitive relation on the setT(Σ , V) of terms is called anordering.
An ordering iswell founded, or Noetherian, if there is no infinite sequence of terms
s1, s2, . . . such thats1 � s2, s2 � s3, and so on. An ordering� is closed under contexts
andclosed under substitutionsif u[s] � u[t] andsσ � tσ respectively, whenevers � t .
A reduction orderingis a well founded ordering which is also closed under contexts
and substitutions. A rewrite systemR is terminatingif there exists no infinite reduction
sequences0 →R s1 →R s2 · · · of terms. A rewrite systemR is terminating if and only if
the rewrite relation induced byR is contained in a reduction ordering.

Two termss andt are joinableby R, or R-joinable, if there exists a termu such that
s →∗

R u ←∗
R t . The termss and t areequivalentby R, or R-equivalent, ifs ↔∗

R t .
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A rewrite systemR is confluentif every pair of R-equivalent terms isR-joinable. A
confluent and terminating rewrite system is calledconvergent. A terms is R-irreducibleif
there is no termt such thats →R t . TheR-normal formof a terms, denoted bynf R(s), is
an R-irreducible termt such thats →∗

R t .

Definition 1. A derivation s →∗
R t is said to be increasing if, for all decompositions

s →∗
R s′ →l→r,p t ′ →∗

R t , there is no step at a prefix position ofp (including p) in
t ′ →∗

R t . It is decreasing if, for all such decompositions, there is no step at a suffix position
of p (including p) in t ′ →∗

R t .

2. Characterizing confluence

Let R be a term rewrite system. LetRCC be any rewrite system defining the same
equational theory asR, but a bigger joinability relation, that is,↔∗

R = ↔∗
RCC

and↓R⊆
↓RCC . We characterize the confluence ofR in terms of the confluence ofRCC.

Lemma 2. Let R be any rewrite system and RCC be such that↔∗
R = ↔∗

RCC
and↓R⊆

↓RCC. Then, the rewrite system R is confluent if and only if(a) the rewrite system RCC is
confluent, and(b)↓RCC ⊆↓R.

Proof. Under the assumptions, it follows thatR is confluent, iff↔∗
R⊆↓R, iff ↔∗

RCC
⊆

↓R⊆↓RCC ⊆↔∗
RCC

⊆↓R, iff ↔∗
RCC

⊆↓RCC ⊆↓R. �

Note that any rewrite system that defines the same equational theory asR, but a larger
joinability relation, can be chosen asRCC. It is chosen so that its confluence is easy to test,
for example, it could be terminating. There are several different choices for constructing
RCC. In the cases whenR admits convergent presentations, the setRCC could be chosen to
be such a convergent rewrite system. For ground rewrite systems, this is indeed the case as
RCC can be chosen to be the abstract congruence closure forR. For linear shallow rewrite
systems,RCC would be convergent modulo some unorientable equations. Such choices of
RCC trivialize the test of condition (a) and substantially simplify the test of condition (b),
as we shall see below.

We make a few assumptions onR to simplify condition (b) fromLemma 2. We assume
that R admits a rewrite closure presentation. Intuitively, a rewrite closure consists of three
sets of rules,F , P, and B: the size increasingF (f orward) rules, the sizepreservingP
rules, and the size decreasingB (backward) rules. The idea is that, whenever a termt
is reachable froms by R, there exists a “valley” proofs →∗

F →∗
P →∗

B t . If a term s
is F-irreducible, all the terms reachable froms can be reached by using onlyP- and
B-rules.

Definition 3 (Rewrite Closure). A rewrite systemRRC is arewrite closureif RRC can be
partitioned asRRC = F ∪ P ∪ B such that the rewrite relation→∗

RRC
is identical to the

relation→∗
F ◦ →∗

P ◦ →∗
B andF∪B− is reducing with respect to some reduction ordering

�. If additionally there is a term rewrite systemR such that the rewrite relation induced
by R is identical to the rewrite relation induced byRRC, thenRRC is said to be arewrite
closure for R.
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Proposition 4. Let RRC = F ∪ P ∪ B be a rewrite closure for R. Then, R is confluent if
and only if RRC is confluent.

As remarked above, for the classes of rewrite systems considered in this paper,RCC is
chosen to be a convergent presentation forR, thereby trivializing the test for condition (a).
We now simplify condition (b) ofLemma 2, but first we make an assumption on the
ordering used for constructing rewrite closures.

Assumption 5. The reduction ordering� in Definition 3has the subterm property, that is,
t � s whenevers is a proper subterm oft . Furthermore, all constants are smaller than any
nonconstant term, that is,s � c if s is not a constant.

Lemma 6. Let RRC = F ∪ P ∪ B be a rewrite closure for R and� be as inDefinition3
and satisfyingAssumption5. Let RCC be such that↔∗

RCC
= ↔∗

R. Then, it is the case that
↔∗

RCC
⊆↓RRC iff

(b′) for every pair s, t of F-irreducible terms such that s and t are both equivalent (by
RCC) to an instance of some right-hand side term (of some rule in RCC), it is the case that
s →∗

P,B ◦ ←∗
P,B t.

Proof. ⇒: Let s and t be as in the statement of condition(b′) of Lemma 6. Clearly,
s ↔∗

RCC
t , and hence, by assumptions ↓RRC t . By the rewrite closure property, there

exists a proof of the forms →∗
F ◦ →∗

P ◦ →∗
B ◦ ←∗

B ◦ ←∗
P ◦ ←∗

F t . But, sinces andt
areF-irreducible, the claim follows.

⇐: Let the pair{s, t} be a counter-example to the inclusion↔∗
RCC

⊆↓RRC. We com-
pare counter-examples by the multiset extension of the ordering�. Since this ordering is
well founded, let{s, t} be a minimal counter-example. Ifs →∗

F s′ andt →∗
F t ′, then{s′, t ′}

is also a counter-example, which is smaller than{s, t} whenever eithers′ �= s or t ′ �= t .
Therefore,s andt areF-irreducible. Next, note that the proofs ↔∗

RCC
t contains a rewrite

step at the root position. If not, thens = f s1 . . . sm and t = f t1 . . . tm, and for some
1 ≤ i ≤ m, it is the case thatsi and ti form a smaller counter-example (by the subterm
property). Thus, using condition(b′), we conclude thats →∗

P,B ◦ ←∗
P,B t , and hences

andt areF ∪ P ∪ B-joinable, a contradiction. �

Testing condition(b′) of Lemma 6might not be possible in general. There could still
be infinitely many termss andt that satisfy the antecedent of condition(b′). We make our
second simplifying assumption here.

Assumption 7. The rules inP ∪ B are flat and linear, that is, they are of the forms → t
wheres andt are linear and flat terms.

Assumption 7allows for testing of condition(b′) by mapping the termss andt (and the
proofs usingP ∪ B) onto something finite and simpler, calledsignatures. This idea has
been used in the context of congruence closure algorithms [3,5,11,18] where a terms =
f s1 . . . sm is interpreted as the termf [s1][s2] . . . [sm], where[si ] denotes the congruence
class ofsi .

Definition 8 (Signatures). LetC[] be a context with holes at all leaf positions. We say the
signatureof a termt = C[t1, t2, . . . , tl ] with respect to C[] is the termα = C[α1, . . . , αl ],
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where for eachi , αi = ti if ti is a depth zero term, andαi = [ti ] if ti is not a depth zero
term. Here,[ti ] denotes the equivalence class ofti moduloRCC.

The signature ofC[t1, . . . , tl ] with respect toC[] captures the intuition that the actual terms
t1, . . . , tl are unimportant, and only their equivalence classes are relevant. Signatures are
denoted by a pair(t, M) whereM contains all the positions of equivalence class terms int .
Thus, forp ∈ M, the termst|p are just representatives of equivalence classes. A rewriting
relation on the signature terms, calledsignature rewriting, induced byR is defined as the
standard rewriting relation induced byR obtained by treating the subterms representing
the equivalence classes as (distinct) variables. Formally,(s, M) →R (t, N) at positionp
if, for somel → r ∈ R and substitutionσ , we haves|p = lσ , t = s[r σ ]p, l |p′ is either
undefined or a variable wheneverp· p′ ∈ M, andN = (M−{q : q = p· p′})∪{p·q′ · p′′ :
p · p′ · p′′ ∈ M, l |p′ = r |q′ is a variable}.
Example 9. The signature term(0 + x, {1}), denoted as 0+ x, cannot be rewritten with
the rule 0+ x → x, but it can be rewritten with the rulex + y → y + x to x + 0.

If (α, M) is a signature, we denote the context obtained fromα by introducing holes at all
positionsp ∈ M and all remaining leaf positions inα by α[]. Hence,α = α[α1, . . . , αl ]
whereαi either represent equivalence classes or are depth zero (leaf) terms inα. We say
(α, M) is a signature ofs to mean that(α, M) is a signature ofs with respect toα[].

Signatures are important because whenP, B are assumed to be linear and flat,
derivations over terms can be mimicked by derivations over signatures using the following
commutation property.

Lemma 10. Assume that P and B are linear and flat. Let(α, M) be a signature of s. If s
rewrites to t via P∪ B, then(α, M) rewrites to(β, N) in zero or one step such that(β, N)

is the signature of t. Alternatively, if(α, M) rewrites to(β, N) via P ∪ B, then s rewrites
to t such that(β, N) is the signature of t.

Proof. Let (α, M) be a signature ofs. First assumes →(l→r )σ,p t , wherel → r ∈ P ∪ B
is linear and flat. There are two cases based on the positionp of the rewrite step.

(a) p is not a suffix of anyq ∈ M. Sincel is flat and linear, we can rewrite the signature
(α, M) by l → r at positionp using substitutionσ ′ given byxσ ′ = xσ wheneverxσ

is depth zero andxσ ′ = α|q wheneverxσ = s|q is depth nonzero. The new signature
(β, N) resulting from this rewrite step is seen to satisfy the commutation property.

(b) p = q · q′ for someq ∈ M. In this case,β = α is a signature oft because rewriting a
term byP ∪ B preserves its equivalence class moduloRCC.

For the second part, assume(α, M) →(l→r )σ,p (β, N). We defineσ ′ so thatxσ ′ = xσ

wheneverxσ is a constant andxσ ′ = s|q wheneverxσ = α|q andq ∈ M. The substitution
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σ ′ is well defined becausel is linear. Consider the rewrite steps →(l→r )σ ′,p t . It easily
follows that(β, N) is a signature oft . �

The flatness and linearity assumptions are important: ifP = { f (ga)b → f b(ga)}, then
f (ga)b rewrites to f b(ga) by P, but its signature( f (ga)b, {1}) cannot be rewritten byP.
Similarly, if P = { f xx → f xc} andga andgb are RCC-equivalent, then the signature
( f (ga)(ga), {1, 2}) of f (ga)(gb) rewrites to ( f (ga)c, {1}) by P, but f (ga)(gb) is
P-irreducible.

Our goal is to reduce condition(b′) to testing the joinability of some signatures. We
define two different notions of joinability for signatures:structural joinability andfirst-
step joinability, after we definestructural equalityon signatures.

Definition 11 (Structural Equality). Two signatures(α, M) and (β, N) are said to be
structurally equal ifM = N and for all positionsp it is the case that (i) ifp ∈ M thenα|p
andβ|p areRCC-equivalent and (ii) ifp is not a suffix of any position inM then eitherα|p
andβ|p are both undefined or they are both defined; moreover, in the latter case either the
head symbol ofα|p andβ|p coincide orα|p andβ|p are both depth zeroRCC-equivalent
terms.

Definition 12 (Structural and First-step Joinability). A depth zero termc and a signature
(α, M) are said to be structurally joinable (byP∪ B) if there exists a derivationc →∗

P,B u
and a signature derivation(α, M) →∗

P,B (u′, N) such that(u, N) and (u′, N) are
structurally equal.

Two signatures(α, M) and (β, N) are said to be first-step joinable (byP ∪ B) if
there exist signature derivations comprising at most one top step (and no nonroot steps)
(α, M) →?

P,B ( f α′
1 . . . α′

m, M ′) and (β, N) →?
P,B ( fβ ′

1 . . . β ′
m, N′) such that, for all

i , α′
i andβ ′

i are RCC-equivalent, and the possible pair of used rules is not of the form
(x → f . . . αi−1 x αi+1 . . . , x → f . . . βi−1 x βi+1 . . .).

Example 13. The signatures(b,∅) and(c,∅) (b andc for short) are not first-step joinable
by the setR = {a → b, a → c, x → f (x)} because althoughb →R f (b), c →R f (c),
andb andc areR-equivalent, the pair of rules used above,(x → f (x), x → f (x)), is of
an unacceptable form. However,a and( f c,∅) are structurally joinable byR.

Assumption 14. Derivations usingP ∪ B can always be made increasing.

Lemma 15. Let RRC = F ∪ P ∪ B be a rewrite closure for R with respect to an ordering
� such thatAssumptions5, 7 and 14 are satisfied. Let RCC be as inLemma6. Then,
condition(b′) is true iff for all F-irreducible terms c, d, s, t that are also RCC-equivalent
to an instance of an RHS term (of RCC),

(c1) if c and d are depth zero and RCC-equivalent, then they are B∪ P-joinable,
(c2) if c is depth zero, s is depth nonzero, and c and s are RCC-equivalent, then c and the

signature(α, M) of s (w.r.t. f . . . ) are structurally joinable, and
(c3) if s and t are depth nonzero and RCC-equivalent, then their signatures (w.r.t. f. . . )

are first-step joinable.

Proof. ⇒: Assume condition(b′) holds. Condition (c1) is subsumed by condition(b′) and
hence it is true.
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Let c, α, ands be as in condition (c2). By condition(b′), c ands will be B∪P-joinable,
that is, there exists au such thatc →∗

P,B u ←∗
P,B s. Starting with the signatureα, we

project the proofs →∗
P,B u onto signatures, using the commutation diagram, to get the

proof (α, M) →∗
P,B (β, N), where(β = β[β1, . . . , βl ], N) is a signature ofu. Hence,c

andα are structurally joinable.
Let s and t be as in condition (c3) and let(α, M) and (β, N) be their signatures,

w.r.t the top contextsf . . . andg . . . , respectively. By condition(b′), s andt will be
B ∪ P-joinable, that is, there exists a minimal (in size)u such thats →∗

P,B u ←∗
P,B

t . Using Assumption 14, the derivationss →∗
P,B u and t →∗

P,B u can be made
increasing. We now project the first rewrite steps in these two derivations, only if they
are top steps, onto signatures, starting with(α, M) and(β, N) respectively. This gives us
(α, M) →root,?

P,B (α′ = f (α′
1, . . . , α

′
m), M ′) and(β, N) →root,?

P,B (β ′ = f (β ′
1, . . . , β

′
m), N′).

Minimality of u implies that the possible pair of used rules is not of the form(x →
f . . . αi−1 x αi+1 . . . , x → f . . . βi−1 x βi+1 . . .). It is easy to see thatα′

i andβ ′
i are

RCC-equivalent and henceα andβ are first-step joinable.
⇐: Assume conditions (c1)–(c3) are true, but condition(b′) is not. Let the pair{s, t} be

a counter-example to conditions(b′), that is,s andt areF-irreducible andRCC-equivalent
terms that are also equivalent to an instance of some RHS term (of some rule inRCC),
but they are notB ∪ P-joinable. We compare counter-examples to condition(b′) using
a multiset extension of the� ordering. Let{s, t} be a minimal counter-example. We use
the following observation often—if{s′, t ′} is a smaller multiset than{s, t} such thats′ and
t ′ areRCC-equivalent terms that are also equivalent to an instance of some RHS term (of
some rule inRCC), buts′ andt ′ are not necessarilyF-irreducible, then{nf F (s′), nf F (t ′)} is
still smaller and henceB∪ P-joinable, which implies thats′ andt ′ areF ∪B∪ P-joinable.

We distinguish the following cases based on the depth ofs andt and derive a contra-
diction in each case.

Both s and t are depth zero terms.By condition (c1),s and t are P ∪ B-joinable, a
contradiction.

Exactly one of s and t is a depth zero term.Let t be the depth zero term and(α, M) be
the signature ofs w.r.t the contextf . . . . By condition (c2),t and(α, M) are structurally
joinable: there exists a derivationt →∗

P,B u and a signature derivation(α, M) →∗
P,B

(u′, N) such that(u′, N) is a signature ofu. Using the commutation diagram, we lift
the signature derivation to get the derivations →∗

P,B s′ such that(u′, N) is a signature
of s′. Let u′ = u′[u′1, . . . , u′l ] (see notation given afterExample 9) and correspondingly
let u = u′[u1, . . . , ul ] ands′ = u′[s′1, . . . , s′l ]. For eachi , the termss′i andui are RCC-
equivalent. Eachs′i is a depth zero term or a proper subterm ofs. Theui can be chosen such
that either they are depth zero terms or they coincide with their correspondings′i : this is
because inferences below positions ofN in the derivationt →∗

P,B u can be deleted. Hence,
each nontrivial pair,{s′i , ui }, is smaller than the pair{s, t} in the multiset extension of the
� ordering, and hence it isF ∪ B ∪ P-joinable. Hence,s andt areF ∪ B ∪ P-joinable.
But, s andt areF-irreducible and, using the rewrite closure property, we get thats andt
areB ∪ P-joinable.

Both s and t are depth nonzero terms.Let (α, M) and (β, N) be the signatures ofs
andt (w.r.t. f . . . andg . . . ) respectively. It follows from condition (c3) that(α, M)
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and (β, N) are first-step joinable: there exist at most one step signature derivations
(α, M) →?

P,B ( f α′
1 . . . α′

m, M ′) and (β, N) →?
P,B ( fβ ′

1 . . . β ′
m, N′) such that for all

i , α′
i andβ ′

i are RCC-equivalent terms and the possible pair of used rules is not of the
form (x → f . . . αi−1 x αi+1 . . . , x → f . . . βi−1 x βi+1 . . .). Since new variables can
be instantiated to desired terms, every pair(α′

i , β
′
i ) can be supposed to satisfy that either

α′
i = β ′

i , or α′
i andβ ′

i are constants, orα′
i is a constant andβ ′

i is β, or α′
i is α andβ ′

i is a
constant. Lifting these two derivations, we gets →?

P,B f s′1 . . . s′m andt →?
P,B f t ′1 . . . t ′m.

It follows that the pairs{s′i , t ′i } are smaller than the pair{s, t} and, consequently, they are
F ∪B∪ P-joinable. As in the previous case, it follows thats andt areB∪ P-joinable. �

We conclude this section by putting all the results together. In particular, we will assume
that RCC is convergent and further simplify the conditions. For eachRCC-normal formr
of an instance of a right-hand side ofRCC, define the sets

TopStable(r ) = {(α, M) : ∃s.s →∗
RCC

r, s is F-irreducible, and

(α, M) is a signature ofs w.r.t. f . . . }
IrrCsts(r ) = {c : c →∗

RCC
r and c is F-irreducible}.

The main result of this section can be summarized as follows.

Theorem 16. Let RRC = F ∪ P ∪ B be a rewrite closure for R and RCC be a convergent
presentation for R such thatAssumptions5, 7 and14are satisfied. Then, R is confluent iff,
for each RCC-normal form r of an instance of a right-hand side of RCC, it is the case that

(c1) every pair c, d ∈ IrrCsts(r ) is B∪ P-joinable,
(c2) every pair c, (α, M) such that c∈ IrrCsts(r ) and (α, M) ∈ TopStable(r ) is structu-

rally joinable by P∪ B, and
(c3) every pair(α, M), (β, N) ∈ TopStable(r ) is first-step joinable by P∪ B.

Proof. Condition (a) ofLemma 2is trivially true for convergentRCC. Hence, confluence
of R is equivalent to condition (b), which in turn is equivalent to condition(b′) of Lemma 6,
and also to conditions (c1)–(c3) ofLemma 15. These three conditions are equivalent
to the corresponding conditions of this theorem: a depth zero andF-irreducible term
c is RCC-equivalent to some instancer of an RHS ofRCC iff c ∈ IrrCsts(nf RCC

(r )),
and a depth nonzero andF-irreducible terms with signature(α, M) is RCC-equivalent
to some instancer of an RHS ofRCC iff (α, M) ∈ TopStable(nf RCC

(r )). Both these
facts follow from the definitions of TopStable(r ) and IrrCsts(r ) and the fact thatRCC is
convergent. �

The sets TopStable(r ) are not necessarily finite. For the ground case they are finite; for
the shallow linear case we will show that only flat signatures in TopStable(r ) are needed.
We will see later that, using fixpoint computations, the sets TopStable(r ) can be computed
and tests for structurally joinability and first-step joinability can be performed.

In the rest of this paper, we shall describe how the above theorem can be used for simple
ground term rewrite systems inSection 4and the more complex shallow linear term rewrite
systems inSection 5. In particular, we will show how the assumptions can be satisfied and
how conditions (c1)–(c3) can be checked efficiently for each class, with suitable examples.
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3. Generic transformations

We consider the problem of deciding the confluence of a term rewrite systemR defined
over some signatureΣ . In Section 3.1we first show that, without loss of generality, we can
assume that the signatureΣ contains exactly one nonconstant function symbol. The only
purpose of this is to simplify the presentation of the proofs. Additionally, inSection 3.2,
we argue that ifR is shallow, thenR can be transformed into a flat system.

3.1. Simplifying the signature

Terms over an arbitrary signatureΣ can be encoded by terms over a signatureΣ ′
containing at most one function symbol with nonzero arity. This encoding can be used
to transform a term rewrite systemR over an arbitrary signatureΣ , while preserving
confluence, into a rewrite systemR′ over a signatureΣ ′ containing at most one function
symbol with nonzero arity.

Proposition 17. There exists an injective mappingσ from terms over an arbitraryΣ to
terms over a signatureΣ ′ containing exactly one function symbol (with nonzero fixed arity)
such that if R′ is defined as{σ(s) → σ(t) : s → t ∈ R}; then R is confluent if, and only
if, R′ is confluent.

Proof. Let m be one plus the maximum arity of any function symbol inΣ . Define the new
sorted signatureΣ ′, with two sortsType1andType2, as consisting of

h : �→ Type2 h(l) ∈ Σ , l > 0

c : �→ Type1 c(0) ∈ Σ

f (m) : Type1× · · · × Type1× Type2 �→ Type1 f is a new symbol

e : �→ Type1 eis a new symbol.

Define the mapσ as follows:

σ(h(t1, . . . , tl )) = f (σ (t1), . . . , σ (tl ), e, . . . , e, h) h(l) ∈ Σ , l > 0

σ(c) = c c(0) ∈ Σ or c ∈ V
where the number ofes in the first equation ism−l −1. The mappingσ is clearly injective.
It is bijective from terms overΣ ∪{e(0)} onto terms of sortType1over the new signature. It
is easy to see that there is also a bijective correspondence between proofs inRand proofs in
R′ (as defined inProposition 17) over terms of sortType1. Combining this observation with
a result in [1] which states that proving confluence for arbitrary terms over the signature
is equivalent to proving confluence of the well typed terms according to any many-sorted
discipline which is compatible with the rewrite system under consideration, it follows that
R is confluent iffR′ is confluent. �

Theorem 18. Let R be a term rewrite system of size n over a signatureΣ containing
symbols whose maximum arity is bounded by m. Then, R can be transformed, in linear
time, into a term rewrite system R′ over a signatureΣ ′ containing at most one nonconstant
symbol such that size of R′ is O(nm) and R is confluent iff R′ is confluent.
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Proof. We use the confluence preserving mapping defined inProposition 17to construct
R′ in linear time. Each symbol inR is replaced by at mostm additional symbols and hence
size ofR′ is O(nm). �

3.2. Flat representation

The transformation described inSection 3.1preserves linearity and shallowness. In this
section, we show how a shallow term rewrite system can be transformed into a flat term
rewrite system while preserving confluence.

A shallow termu[s] can be transformed into a flat term by incrementally replacing every
ground, depth nonzero, and proper subterms of u by a new constant, sayc, and adding the
ruless → c and/orc → s.

Flatten:
R∪ {u[s] → t}

R∪ {u[c] → t, s → c, c → s}
R∪ {t → u[s]}

R∪ {t → u[c], c → s}
wheres is a nonconstant ground term,c is a new constant, andu is a nonempty context.

Lemma 19. If R "Flatten R′, then R is confluent iff R′ is confluent.

Proof. Let the rewrite systemR be over the signatureΣ and R′ be overΣ ′ = Σ ∪ {c}.
Note that wheneveru →R v, it is also the case thatu →∗

R′ v. Hence,→∗
R⊆→∗

R′ .
Conversely, consider a derivationu →∗

R′ v, whereu andv are terms overΣ . We apply the
“substitution”σ = {c �→ s} to each term in the derivationu →∗

R′ v to get the derivation
u = uσ →∗

R vσ = v.
SupposeR is confluent. Letv1 ↑R′ v2. It follows thatv1σ ↑R v2σ . By the confluence

of R, we getv1σ ↓R v2σ , and using the inclusion we knowv1σ ↓R′ v2σ . But,vi →∗
R′ vi σ

using thec → s rule in R′. Hence,v1 ↓R′ v2.
SupposeR′ is confluent. Letv1 ↑R v2. Clearly, we havev1 ↑R′ v2 and, using the

confluence ofR′, we getv1 ↓R′ v2. Therefore,v1σ = v1 ↓R v2σ = v2. �

Theorem 20. If R is a shallow term rewrite system (over signatureΣ ) of size n, then R can
be transformed into a flat term rewrite system R′ of size O(nm), where m is the maximum
arity of any function symbol inΣ , such that R is confluent iff R′ is confluent.

Proof. Starting withR0 = R, exhaustively apply the two flattening rules to generate the
sequenceR0 " R1 " · · · using a strategy that guarantees that the terms (in the flattening
rules) is always flat. The size of the nonflat part ofR decreases by at least one in each
application of the flattening rule (since contextu is nonempty). Therefore, the length of
this sequence is bounded by the size ofR0. Each application of the flattening rule increases
the size ofR by at mostm + 5. Hence, the size of the final rewrite system, sayR∞, is at
mostn(m+ 5), which isO(nm).

Each application of the flattening rule preserves the shallowness property of the rewrite
system. Hence,R∞ is shallow. If it is not flat and there exists a termu with depth greater
than one, then some subterm ofu of depth one is necessarily ground. Thus, flattening
can be applied onR∞, contradicting the definition ofR∞. Therefore,R∞ is a flat rewrite
system.
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Repeated applications ofLemma 19shows thatR0 is confluent if and only ifR∞ is
confluent. �

Each rule of a flat rewrite system is of one of the following forms:

f (α1, . . . , αm) → c (Fc) c → f (α1, . . . , αm) (Bc)

f (α1, . . . , αm) → x (Fx) x → f (α1, . . . , αm) (Bx)

f (α1, . . . , αm) → f (β1, . . . , βm) (Pf ) α → β (Pc)

where eachαi , βi , α, β is a depth zero term (i.e., either a variable or a constant). Rules of
the form Fc and Fx are calledF-rules (forward), rules of the formBc and Bx are called
B-rules (backward) and rules of the formPf andPc are calledP-rules (permutation).

4. Ground term rewrite systems

We consider the problem of deciding the confluence of ground term rewrite systems in
this section. IfR is a ground rewrite system of sizen over a signatureΣ containing symbols
whose arity is bounded bym, then usingTheorems 18and20 it can be transformed into
a ground rewrite systemR′ of sizeO(nm2) (in time O(nm2)) preserving the confluence
property. Henceforth, assume that these transformations have been applied andR is a flat,
ground term rewrite system of sizen over a signatureΣ containing exactly one nonconstant
function symbolf of arity m.

4.1. Rewrite closure

We useTheorem 16to decide the confluence ofR and we first consider the problem
of constructing a rewrite closure forR. Let � order terms based on their size, that is,
s � t iff ‖s‖ > ‖t‖. SinceR is flat, its rules are of the formFc, Bc, or Pc (Section 3.2).
Note that aPf -rule f α1 . . . αm → fβ1 . . . βm can be replaced by anFc-rule and aBc-
rule, f α1 . . . αm → c andc → fβ1 . . . βm respectively, wherec is a new constant. The
correctness of this transformation follows from the correctness of flattening. We hide the
subscript and just considerR to be partitioned asF ∪ B ∪ P.

Ordered chaining:
s → t w[t] → v

w[s] → v

s → w[t] t → v

s → w[v]
wheres � t andv � w[t] in the first case ands � w[t] andv � t in the second.

Starting with the setR, we add all rewrite rules that can be generated by ordered
chaining onR. If R = F ∪ B ∪ P is flat, then only flat rules can be generated by
ordered chaining and hence the saturation procedure terminates, say with the resultR∞ =
F∞ ∪ B∞ ∪ P∞.

Lemma 21. The rewrite system R∞ = F∞ ∪ B∞ ∪ P∞ generated by saturating R=
F ∪ B ∪ P under the ordered chaining inference rules is a rewrite closure for R.

Proof. Saturation under ordered chaining preserves the rewrite relation and hence→∗
R is

identical to→∗
R∞ .
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We prove that whenevers →∗
R∞ t , then there is a “valley” proof of the form

using proof simplification arguments [2]. Assign a measure{u, v} to a rewrite proof
step u →R∞ v. The measure of a proofs →∗

R∞ t is the multiset of the measures
of individual proof steps in this proof. Proofs are ordered by comparing their measures
using a twofold multiset extension of the� ordering. This proof ordering is clearly well
founded [9].

Let s →∗
R∞ t be a minimal proof (amongst all possible proofss →∗

R∞ t). We claim
that this proof is a “valley” proof. If not, then this proof contains a “peak” or “cliff” proof
pattern of the formu →P∞,B∞ v →F∞ w or u →B∞ v →F∞,P∞ w. There are two cases:
(a) if this pattern is a “nonoverlap” (that is, the positions where rewriting is performed
are disjoint; in other words, neither is a prefix of the other), then it can be replaced by
a smaller pattern obtained by commuting the two rewrite steps. (b) If this pattern is a
“proper overlap” (that is, the positions where rewriting is performed are either identical
or one is a prefix of the other), then it can be replaced by a one step rewrite proof that
uses a rewrite rule deduced by ordered chaining. The ordered chaining inference rule is
formulated to exactly handle this case. In both cases, the new proof is smaller (in the well
founded proof ordering) than the original proof, thus contradicting the minimality of the
original proof. �

Proof simplification arguments for establishing the correctness of the rewrite closure
construction have been presented before [22]. The process of saturation, in this context,
can be interpreted as asymmetric completion [17].

The form of rules inF (respectivelyB) guarantees that derivations using only theF-
(B-)rules are always decreasing (increasing). However,P ∪ B-derivations may not always
be increasing. For this purpose, consider a new chaining inference rule

Chaining:
s → c c→ t

s → t
s � c or t � c.

Termination of saturation under the new chaining rule follows from the same argument. A
rewrite system saturated under the ordered chaining rule and the new chaining rule contains
strictly more rules than a rewrite closure, and hence it will be called astrong rewrite closure
for R.

Lemma 22. If R = F ∪ P ∪ B is a strong rewrite closure, then P∪ B-derivations can
always be made increasing and F∪ P-derivations can always be made decreasing.

Proof. If a F ∪ P-derivation is not decreasing, then there is a proof of the forms →root
F◦ →root

P c embedded inside the derivation. But such steps can be replaced by a single step
using the rules → c generated by the new chaining inference rule. The case forB ∪ P-
derivations is similar. �
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Lemma 23. A strong rewrite closure R∞ = F∞ ∪ P∞ ∪ B∞ for R = F ∪ P ∪ B can be
constructed in time O(nmax{2m+2,4}), where n is the size of R and m is the maximum arity.

Proof. Starting withR = F ∪ P ∪ B, the strong rewrite closureR∞ is constructed by
saturatingR under the two chaining rules. The cardinality ofR∞ is bounded by the number
of different possibleF-, P-, andB-rules, which is 2nm+1 + n2. The saturation procedure
can be implemented so that it tests each pair in this set at most once for possible chaining.
This gives aO(n2m+2 + n4) algorithm. �

Example 24. ConsiderR = {a → f ab, f ab → f ba}. Flattening introduces a new
constantc, so thatR′ = {a → f ab, f ab → c, c → f ba}. A rewrite closure forR′ is
RRC = F ∪ P ∪ B, whereF = { f ab → c}P = {a → c}, andB = {a → f ab, c →
f ba, a → f cb, c → f bc}. A strong rewrite closure will also contain the rulesa → f ba
anda → f bc in B. An increasing derivation fora →∗ f ( f ba)b is a → f cb→ f ( f ba)b
(using rules in the strong rewrite closure).

4.2. Congruence closure

With the goal of applyingTheorem 16, we next turn to the problem of constructing
a convergent presentation,RCC, for a flat ground rewrite systemR. Let �′ be a total
reduction ordering on ground terms such thats �′ c whenevers is not a constant. We treat
the rules inR symmetrically and constructRCC by saturating them under the following
inference rule:

Superposition:
s ≈ t w[s] ≈ v

w[t] ≈ v
s �′ t, w[s] �′ v.

Saturating the input setR under superposition results in a set of equationsR∞ which
can be oriented using�′ to yield RCC. Note thatRCC only containsF- andP-rules, and
right-hand sides ofRCC are all constants. Termination argument is the same as that for
rewrite closure. Correctness follows from the correctness of standard completion. The set
RCC can be constructed in time bounded by the time for constructing a rewrite closure
for R.

The set RCC represents a congruence closure forR. It can also be constructed
using abstract congruence closure [3] or graph based congruence closure methods [21].
Convergent presentationsRCC can be constructed in quadratic time using these methods.

Example 25. If R = {a → f ab, f ab → c, c → f ba} is as inExample 24, then
using a recursive path ordering [8] over precedencef � a � c, we can construct
RCC = { f cb→ c, a → c, f bc→ c}. Note that we have used simplification and deletion
rules implicitly here [3].

4.3. Top stable signatures and irreducible constants

We next consider the problem of building the sets TopStable(r ) and IrrCsts(r ) for each
RCC-normal formr of a right-hand side ofRCC. Note thatr is a constant. Since the number
of constants isO(n) and RCC is convergent, the sets IrrCsts(r ) can be computed in time
O(n3).
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If s = f s1 . . . sm is RCC-equivalent to a constant, then eachsi is RCC-equivalent to
a constant as well. This is becauseRCC contains onlyFc- and Pc-rules. Hence elements
of TopStable(r ) will be flat, that is, of the form(α = f α1 . . . αm, M) where eachαi is a
constant.

The sets TopStable(r ) can be computed simultaneously, for allRCC-irreducible
constantsr , using the following fixpoint computation.

TS0(r ) = {(α = f c1 . . . cm,∅) : α →∗
RCC

r andα is F-irreducible}
TSj+1(r ) = TSj (r ) ∪ {(α = f c1 . . . cm, M �= ∅) : α →∗

RCC
r and

∀i ∈ M.TSj (nf RCC
(ci )) �= ∅}.

Lemma 26. The fixpoint computation terminates in time O(nmnm) with sets TS∞(r ) such
that (α, M) ∈ TS∞(r ) if and only if(α, M) ∈ TopStable(r ).

Proof. If it is the case that for allr , TSj (r ) is nonempty iffTSj−1(r ) is nonempty, then it
is the case that for allr , TSj+1(r ) = TSj (r ) (that is, the fixpoint computation terminates).
Therefore, in each iteration at least one setTS(r ), out of the at mostn such sets, should
become nonempty. Hence, the fixpoint computation terminates after at mostn iterations.
Each iteration can be implemented inO(mnm) time: for each of thenm flat terms, we test
if any of itsm positions can be marked and put the correctly marked term into the right set
TS(r ). We assume theRCC-normal forms of the flat terms are precomputed.

For correctness, first assume(α, M) ∈ TS∞(r ). We prove that the signature(α, M) is in
TopStable(r ), that is, there exists a witnesss such thats →∗

RCC
r , s is F-irreducible, and

(α, M) is a signature ofs. We prove this by induction on the indexj when(α, M) was first
added toTSj (r ). If j = 0, α is itself the witnesss for top stability ofα. If j > 0, then for
eachi ∈ M, TSj−1(nf RCC

(αi )) is nonempty and hence, by the induction hypothesis, there
exist witnesses for each element in these nonempty sets. For eachi ∈ M, pick ti to be a
witness for any arbitrary element ofTSj−1(nf RCC

(αi )). Consider the terms = f s1 . . . sm,
wheresi = αi if i /∈ M and si = ti if i ∈ M. Sinceti are F-irreducible,s is also
F-irreducible. Clearly,α is a signature fors.

Conversely, let(α, M) ∈ TopStable(r ) because of the witnesss = f s1 . . . sm. Clearly,
r is the RCC-normal form ofs and letr i be theRCC-normal form ofsi . We prove that
(α, M) ∈ TS∞(r ) by induction on depth ofs. If s is of depth one, thenα = s and(α,∅) ∈
TS0(r ). If the depth ofs is greater than one, then for each subtermsi of depth greater than
zero, the signature(αi , Mi ) of si is in TopStable(r i ) and hence, by the induction hypothesis,
(αi , Mi ) ∈ TS∞(r i ). Therefore, it follows that(α, M) ∈ TS∞(r ). �
Example 27. For the running example, the set of top stable terms in the equivalence class
of c are TopStable(c) = { f ba, f ba, f bc, f bc, f cb, f cb} and the irreducible constants in
that equivalence class are IrrCsts(c) = {a, c}.
4.4. Testing conditions (c1), (c2), (c3)

The final step in usingTheorem 16for deciding the confluence of ground term
rewrite systems is checking conditions (c1)–(c3). For the ground case, signatures(α =
f α1 . . . αm, M) and(β = fβ1 . . . βm, N) are first-step joinable (byP ∪ B) iff αi andβi

are RCC-equivalent. This is becauseP ∪ B-rules cannot be applied at root positions to
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these signatures. Hence, condition (c3) can be tested in time linear in the size of
TopStable(r ), that is, inO(nm) time.

A constantc and a signature(α = f c1 . . . cm, M) are structurally joinable (byP ∪ B)
iff c → f d1 . . . dm ∈ P ∪ B such thatci anddi are RCC-equivalent. This is because
P ∪ B-derivations can be made increasing and, given the form ofP ∪ B, rewrite steps on
the signature(α, M) are redundant. Hence, condition (c2) reduces to enumerating, for each
constantc, the set of allP ∪ B-rulesc → r and marking off signatures inTS∞(nf RCC

(c))
that are structurally equal tor . This takesO(nnm+1) time.

Finally, the joinability of pairs of constantsc, d by P ∪ B can be efficiently tested in
O(n5) time since the joinability of a pair of terms with respect to ground rewrite systems
can be decided in cubic time [24].

Theorem 28. Confluence of ground term rewrite systems can be decided in polynomial
time.

Proof. Let R be a ground term rewrite system of sizen. Using Theorem 20, we
can assumeR is flat. Lemma 23 shows that a rewrite closureRRC for R can be
constructed inO(nmax{2m+2,4}) time. In Section 4.2, we argued that the setRCC can be
constructed in the same time. The sets TopStable(r ) and IrrCsts(r ) can be constructed in
O(nmn2m+n3) time, as shown inLemma 26of Section 4.3. In the final step, we check for
conditions (c1)–(c3) ofTheorem 16. We have shown that these conditions can be checked
in O(nmax(m+2,5)) time. Therefore, usingTheorem 16, it follows that the confluence ofR
can be decided inO(mnmax{2m+2,5}) time. Using a standard trick, a ground rewrite system
containing function symbols with arity up tom can be encoded, with only a linear blow-
up, into a signature with maximum arity two [11]. Hence, the confluence can be decided in
polynomial time for ground rewrite systems.�

Example 29. Following up onExample 27, condition (c1) is true becausea and c are
B ∪ P-joinable. However, condition (c2) fails: (i)( f cb,∅) ∈ TS0(c) since f cb →RCC c
(from Example 25) and f cb is F-irreducible (seeExample 24); (ii) c ∈ IrrCsts(c) (from
Example 27); (iii) condition (c2) requires that there exists a rulec → f c′b′ ∈ P ∪ B
such thatc, c′ and b, b′ are RCC-equivalent. But there is no such rule inP ∪ B (from
Example 24). Hence, the rewrite systemR of Example 24is not confluent.

5. Shallow linear term rewrite systems

A rewrite rulel → r in ashallow linearterm rewrite systemRcan contain variables, but
there are two restrictions: variables can occur at depth at most one inl andr (shallow), and
each variable can occur at most once inl and at most once inr (linear). The commutativity
rule f xy → f yx is an example of a shallow linear rewrite rule, whereas the associativity
rule f x f yz → f f xyz is not shallow linear. These two restrictions allow the use of an
ordered chaining calculus for constructing a rewrite closureRRC for R, and a superposition
calculus for constructing a convergent presentationRCC.

We can assume, without loss of generality, thatR is flat and linear (Theorem 20) and
the signature contains exactly one symbolf with arity m > 0 (Theorem 18). In particular,
this means that the setR can be partitioned intoF ∪ P ∪ B rules such thatF contains all
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rules of the formFx andFc; P contains all rules of the formPf andPc; andB contains all
rules of the formBx andBc (Section 3.2).

5.1. Rewrite closure

Let � be a lifting of the ordering used inSection 4.1: s � t iff for all ground
substitutionsσ , ‖sσ‖ > ‖tσ‖. We also lift the ordered chaining inference rule from
Section 4.1to construct a rewrite closure for a flat linear rewrite systemR.

Ordered chaining:
s → t w[u] → v

w[s]σ → vσ

s → w[t] u → v

sσ → w[v]σ
whereσ is the most general unifier oft andu, neitheru nor t is a variable, ands � t in the
first case andv � u in the second. Note that these restrictions ensure that ordered chaining
preserves flatness and linearity.

We saturate the initial rewrite systemR under the above ordered chaining inference
rules. If R can be partitioned intoF ∪ P ∪ B, then any rewrite rule generated in the satura-
tion process continues to be of theF-, B-, or P-rule form (Section 3.2). Since the number
of distinct (up to variable renaming) such rules is bounded by 2(n+1)m(n+m)+ (n+1)m

(n+m+1)m+n2, it follows that the saturation process terminates inO((n+m+1)max{2m,2})
steps. (The LHS of aPf -rule hasm positions, each of which can be occupied by a constant
(up ton choices) or a variable (one choice), and for each of these(n+ 1)m different LHSs,
there are(n+m+ 1)m different RHSs, as each of them positions can be taken by either a
constant, or a variable from the LHS, or a new variable (n+m+1 choices). The argument
for F-, B-, andPc-rules is similar.) We assume thatm is a constant. Each step can be im-
plemented in polynomial time and hence saturation can be performed in polynomial time.

Let RRC = F ∪ P ∪ B be the flat linear rewrite system obtained by saturation. If
x →∗

RRC
s for some terms not containing the variablex, then RRC is clearly confluent.

On the other hand, if this is not true, but we havet →∗
RRC

x for some termt not containing
x, thenRRC is clearly not confluent. Hence, we assume that there are no rules inRRC of
the formx → s or s → x wheres does not containx. In particular, this means thatl � r
wheneverl → r ∈ F andr � l wheneverl → r ∈ B. Independently, note thatl � r
andr � l wheneverl → r ∈ P, since‖lσ‖ = ‖r σ‖ for everyσ that maps variable to
constants. We assume these facts henceforth.

Lemma 30. Let RRC = F ∪ B ∪ P be a flat linear rewrite system obtained by saturating
a flat linear system R under the ordered chaining inference rules. Then, s→∗

R t, iff there
is a proof of the form s→∗

F ◦ →∗
P ◦ →∗

B t.

Proof. First note that saturation under the ordered chaining inference rules preserves the
rewrite relation. Hence→∗

R and→∗
RRC

are identical. We prove that whenever there is a
proofs →∗

RRC
t , there is also a proof of the forms →∗

F ◦ →∗
P ◦ →∗

B t using proof simpli-
fication arguments as before. We use the same proof orderings as in the proof ofLemma 21,
the only difference being that we use the new ordering� defined above to compare terms.

Let s →∗
RRC

t be a minimal proof in this proof ordering. We claim that there are no pat-
terns of theu →P,B v →F w or u →B v →F,P w in this minimal proof. As in the proof
of Lemma 21, if such a pattern results from a “nonoverlap” or a “proper overlap”, then a
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smaller proof can be obtained by commuting the two steps or replacing the two steps by a
single step that uses the rule inferred by chaining. However, now we also need to consider
patterns arising from “variable overlaps”:

lσ →root
P,B ( f α1 . . . αm)σ →F f (α1σ, . . . , r ′σ ′, . . . , αmσ)

wherel → f α1 . . . αm ∈ P ∪ B andl ′ → r ′ ∈ F ∪ P such thatl ′σ ′ = αi σ andαi is a
variable. If the variableαi occurs inl , then we can commute the two rewrite steps (because
of linearity) and get a simpler proof. If the variableαi does not occur inl , then we can
modify the substitutionσ to get a one step prooflσ = lσ ′′ →root

P,B ( f α1 . . . αm)σ ′′ where
σ ′′ is such thatxσ ′′ = xσ if x �= αi , andxσ ′′ = r ′σ ′ otherwise. The new proof is again
smaller. The other cases of variable overlap are handled similarly. Thus, the minimal proof
cannot contain such patterns and it can only be of the forms →∗

F ◦ →∗
P ◦ →∗

B t . �
If F ∪ P ∪ B is a result of saturation, then anyB∪ P-derivation can also be adjusted to

be made increasing.

Lemma 31. If F ∪ P ∪ B is a saturated flat linear rewrite system then P∪ B-derivations
can be made increasing.

Proof. Let {s, t} be the minimal pair, with respect to the multiset extension of the ordering
� on terms, such thats →∗

P∪B t , but there is no increasing derivations →∗
P∪B t .

Case1. There is aBx-rule x → f α1 . . . αm applied at the top in the proofs →∗
P∪B t .

Move the last rootBx-step to the first step (by commuting it with all intermediate rewrite
steps) and this results in a new proofs → f s′′1 . . . s′′m →∗,nr

P∪B t = f t1 . . . tm, wheres′′i = ti
wheneverαi is a variable different fromx, all others′′i are either constants or equal tos,
and all the subsequent rewrite steps are at nonroot positions. Clearly, for alli , we have
s′′i →∗

P∪B ti ands′′i is not larger thans and ti is strictly smaller thant . It follows from
the minimality of{s, t} that there exist increasing proofss′′i →∗

P∪B ti , and this shows that
there is an increasing proofs →∗

P∪B t .

Case2. There is noBx-rule application at the top ins →∗
P∪B t . BecauseF ∪ P ∪ B

is saturated, it follows from the proof ofLemma 30that we can assume, without loss
of generality, thats →∗

P t ′ →∗
B t . In the proofs →∗

P t ′, adjacentP-steps will either
commute, or they can be replaced by a singleP-step (using a rule obtained by an ordered
chaining inference). Thus, there can be at most one rewrite step at the root position in
s →∗

P t ′, and it can be moved to the front.

Case2.1.1. If there is such a rewrite step and it is aPc-step, then there can be no more
P-steps and the proofs →P t ′ →∗

B t can be transformed to a forms →B s′′ →∗,nr
B t ,

using an ordered chaining inference, ift is not a constant.

Case2.1.2. If the topP-step uses aPf -rule, then we get a proof of the forms → s′′ →∗,nr
P∪B

t . Using the minimality argument of{s, t} as before, we can conclude that there is an
increasing derivations →∗ t in both these cases.

Case2.2. If there is no rootP-step, we either get a proof of the forms →∗,nr
P∪B t , or of the

form s →Bc s′′ →∗,nr
B t , and in both cases we get an increasing proof using the minimality

argument. �
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Example 32. If R = {x + y → y + x, x → 0 + x}, then a chaining inference adds
the new rulex → x + 0 to R. An increasing derivation for 0+ x →∗ (x + 0) + 0 is
0+ x → x + 0 → (x + 0) + 0.

5.2. Congruence closure

Unlike the case of ground rewrite systems, there do not exist reduction orderings
that can successfully order all flat linear terms. For example, the commutativity axiom
cannot be ordered by any reduction ordering. We use the ordering� that was used to
construct the rewrite closure inSection 5.1to saturate the input rewrite system under
superposition.

As remarked above, we can assume that the flat linear rewrite system can be partitioned
as F ∪ P ∪ B such thatF ∪ B− is reducing with respect to�, while neitherl � r nor
r � l for l → r ∈ P. Since we are interested in the equational theory, rules are treated
symmetrically and hence we distinguish betweenF- and P-equations only. We perform
completion modulo theP-equations and eliminate the undesirable proof patterns using the
following superposition rule:

Superposition:
s ≈ t w[u] ≈ v

w[t]σ ≈ vσ
σ = mgu(s, u), t � s, v � w[u]

whereu is not a variable. We note that any equation generated during saturation of a flat
linear term rewrite systemF ∪ P∪ B under the above inference rule is again anF-, P-, or
B-rule. This guarantees that the saturation process terminates and takes no more than the
time required to construct the rewrite closure. IfR∞ = RCC is the result of saturation, then
some equations inRCC can be oriented intoF-rules, denoted byFCC, while the others,
denoted byPCC, are allP-equations.

Lemma 33. If RCC = FCC∪ PCC is the result of saturation of a flat linear rewrite system
R under superposition, then s↔∗

R t iff s →∗
FCC

◦ ↔∗
PCC

◦ ←∗
FCC

t.

The proof of this lemma follows along the lines of the proof ofLemma 30. Using proof
simplification arguments, it can be shown that all proof patterns that violate the above
valley proof, typically classified ascliffs and peaks[2], can be replaced by smaller
proofs.Lemma 33implies that equivalence modulo shallow linear systems is efficiently
decidable [19].

Although we have not shown any simplification and deletion rules here, we assume
that the superposition calculus used to constructRCC contains these rules. Consequently,
the right-hand side terms of rules inRCC can be assumed to beFCC-irreducible. Finally,
note thatRCC is not convergent, butFCC is convergent moduloPCC.

5.3. Top stable signatures and irreducible constants

Recall that the sets TopStable(r ) and IrrCsts(r ) need to be computed for eachFCC-
normal form (moduloPCC) of an instance of a right-hand side ofRCC. Using the fact
that RCC is flat and linear, we argue thatr , as well as elements of TopStable(r ), can be
restricted to only flat terms, thus getting the following stronger version ofTheorem 16.
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Lemma 34. Let RRC = F ∪ P ∪ B be a rewrite closure for R and RCC be a convergent
presentation for R such thatAssumptions5, 7 and14are satisfied. Then, R is confluent iff
for each RCC-normal form r of a flat instance of a right-hand side of RCC, it is the case that

(c1′) every pair c, d ∈ IrrCsts(r ) is B∪ P-joinable,
(c2′) every pair c, (α, M) such that c∈ IrrCsts(r ) and (α, M) ∈ TopStable(r ) is a flat

signature is structurally joinable by P∪ B, and
(c3′) every pair of flat signatures(α, M), (β, N) ∈ TopStable(r ) is first-step joinable by

P ∪ B.

Proof. The left to right implication is a trivial consequence ofTheorem 16, since these
conditions are more particular than the ones in the theorem.

So, assume that conditions(c1′)–(c3′) are satisfied, and we prove that conditions
(c1)–(c3) ofTheorem 16are satisfied, too. Of course (c1) is satisfied since it is identical to
(c1′).

For condition (c2), letr be an instance of a right-hand side ofRCC, and letc, (α, M)

be such thatc ∈ IrrCsts(r ) and(α, M) ∈ TopStable(r ). Let α be of the form f α1 . . . αm.
We may assume that everyαi is either of depth zero or not equivalent to a depth zero term:
if someαi is equivalent to a depth zero term, theni is in M, andαi can be replaced by
this depth zero term. Letαi1 . . . αik be theαi that are not depth zero terms (and hence not
equivalent to a depth zero term). Sincec andα areRCC-equivalent, there exists a derivation
c ↔∗

RCC
f α1 . . . αm. In this derivation, we can replace everyαi j by a new variablex j

obtaining a new derivationc ↔∗
RCC

f α′
1 . . . α′

m: this is because theαi j are not equivalent
to a depth zero term, and hence every rewrite step is either inside one of these terms or
above or disjoint with them. LetM ′ beM −{i1, . . . , i k}. The signature( f α′

1 . . . α′
m, M ′) is

flat. By condition(c2′), c and ( f α′
1 . . . α′

m, M ′) are structurally joinable, so there exist
derivationsc →∗

B,P u and ( f α′
1 . . . α′

m, M ′) →∗
B,P (u′, M ′′) such that(u′, M ′′) is a

signature ofu. The instantiation of the derivations(c →∗
B,P u){x1 �→ αi1 . . . xk �→ αik }

and( f α′
1 . . . α′

m, M ′) →∗
B,P (u′, M ′′){x1 �→ αi1 . . . xk �→ αik } gives us two derivations

c →∗
B,P (u{x1 �→ αi1 . . . xk �→ αik }) and( f α1 . . . αm, M ′) →∗

B,P (u′{x1 �→ αi1 . . . xk �→
αik }, M ′′). In the signature derivation we can replaceM ′ by M, since no rewrite step is done
inside one of theαi j coming from the initial term. This shows thatc andα are structurally
joinable.

For condition (c3) we argue similarly. Letr be an instance of a right-hand side of
RCC, and let(α, M), (β, N) ∈ TopStable(r ). Let α and β be of the form f α1 . . . αm

and fβ1 . . . βm, respectively. As before, we assume that everyαi and everyβi is either
of depth zero or not equivalent to a depth zero term. Sinceα andβ are RCC-equivalent,
there exists a derivationf α1 . . . αm ↔∗

RCC
fβ1 . . . βm. As before, we can replace the

depth nonzeroαi and β j by new variables, obtaining a new derivation of the form
either (a) f α′

1 . . . α′
m ↔∗

RCC
fβ ′

1 . . . β ′
m or (b) z ↔∗

RCC
fβ ′

1 . . . β ′
m, wherez is one of

the newly introduced variables (ignoring symmetric and trivial cases). ObtainM ′ and
N′ by removing all positions corresponding to depth nonzero terms fromM and N
respectively. The signatures( f α′

1 . . . α′
m, M ′) and ( fβ ′

1 . . . β ′
m, N′) are flat. In case (a),

we use condition(c3′) to infer that this pair of signatures is first-step joinable. Therefore,
there exist (at most one step at the top) signature derivations( f α′

1 . . . α′
m, M ′) →?

P,B
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( f α′′
1 . . . α′′

m, M ′′) and ( fβ ′
1 . . . β ′

m, N′) →?
P,B ( fβ ′′

1 . . . β ′′
m, N′′) such that for alli , α′′

i
and β ′′

i are RCC-equivalent, and the possible pair of used rules is not of the form
(x → f . . . γi−1 x γi+1 . . . , x → f . . . δi−1 x δi+1 . . .). These two rewrite steps
(whenever they exist) can be applied on(α, M) and (β, N), too, giving the signatures
(( f α′′

1 . . . α′′
m)σ, M ′′′) and (( fβ ′′

1 . . . β ′′
m)σ, N′′′), whereσ is the mapping from the new

variables into the correspondingαi andβ j . Sinceα′′
i andβ ′′

i are RCC-equivalent,α′′
i σ

andβ ′′
i σ are RCC-equivalent, and hence,α andβ are first-step joinable. In case (b), we

use condition(c2′) to infer thatz and( fβ ′
1 . . . β ′

m, N′) are structurally joinable, so there
exist derivationsz →∗

B,P u and( fβ ′
1 . . . β ′

m, N′) →∗
B,P (u′, N′′′) such that(u′, N′′′) is

a signature ofu. We takeu′ to be minimal in size satisfying such conditions. Consider
the first steps of both derivations if they are at the top (forz, this is necessarily the case):
z →P,B f γ ′

1 . . . γ ′
m and( fβ ′

1 . . . β ′
m, N′) →?

P,B ( fβ ′′
1 . . . β ′′

m, N′′′). For all i , γ ′
i andβ ′′

i
are RCC-equivalent, and by minimality ofu′ the possible pair of used rules is not of the
form (x → f . . . γi−1 x γi+1 . . . , x → f . . . δi−1 x δi+1 . . .). Again, substituting the new
variables by the original depth nonzero terms we infer that(α, M) and(β, N) are first-step
joinable. �

5.3.1. Computing the sets TopStable(r ) and IrrCsts(r )

Lemma 34 requires that the sets IrrCsts(r ) and TopStable(r ) be computed only
for all RCC-normal forms offlat instances of right-hand sides of rules inRCC. The
sets TopStable(r ) can be computed using a fixpoint computation, which is a suitable
generalization of that inSection 4.3, as follows:

S0(r ) = {(α = f α1 . . . αm,∅) : α ↔∗
RCC

r, α is F-irreducible}
Sj+1(r ) = Sj (r ) ∪ {(α = f α1 . . . αm, M) : α ↔∗

RCC
r, ∀i ∈ M.Sj (αi ) �= ∅,

(α, M) is F-irreducible via signature rewriting}.
The signatures( f α1 . . . αm, M) considered in this iterative procedure areflat, that is,

the term f α1 . . . αm is flat. Therefore, the fixpoint procedure is guaranteed to terminate in
a polynomial number of steps. This is because the total number of flat signatures, up to
variable renaming, is polynomial, assumingm is a constant. Each iteration of the fixpoint
computation can be performed in polynomial time too.

Lemma 35. If S∞(r ) are the fixpoint sets of the computation above, then, up to variable
renaming,(α, M) ∈ S∞(r ) iff (α, M) ∈ TopStable(r ) andα = f α1 . . . αm is flat.

Proof. ⇒: Suppose( f α1 . . . αm, M) ∈ S∞(r ). We prove that( f α1 . . . αm, M) ∈
TopStable(r ) by induction on the indexj when( f α1 . . . αm, M) was added toSj (r ) ⊆
S∞(r ). If ( f α1 . . . αm, M) ∈ S0(r ), then the witness to( f α1 . . . αm, M) ∈ TopStable(r )

is the termf α1 . . . αm itself. Next, suppose( f α1 . . . αm, M) ∈ Sj+1(r ). By definition, for
all i ∈ M, it is the case thatSj (αi ) �= ∅. For each suchi ∈ M, let ti be the witness of
an arbitrarily chosen element inSj (αi ). Consider the terms = f s1 . . . sm wheresi = ti if
i ∈ M andsi = αi if i /∈ M. The terms is F-irreducible, because(α, M) is F-irreducible
via signature rewriting. Hence,( f α1 . . . αm, M) ∈ TopStable(r ).

⇐: Let α = f α1 . . . αm be a flat term such that(α, M) ∈ TopStable(r ) because of
witnesss. We prove that(α, M) ∈ S∞(r ) by induction on the depth ofs. First note
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that sinces is F-irreducible, the signature( f α1 . . . αm, M) of s is F-irreducible with
respect to signature rewriting. Hence, to prove(α, M) ∈ S∞(r ), we only need to show
that∀i ∈ M.S∞(αi ) �= ∅. Fix i ∈ M. The termsi is F-irreducible with depth nonzero. Let
si be of the form f si1 . . . sim. Replace eachsi j that is not equivalent to a depth zero term
by a new variablezj to get the new terms′i . The terms′i is RCC-equivalent to eitherαi or
some new variablezj . The latter is impossible since otherwise the termsi j corresponding
to zj will be equivalent to a depth zero termαi . In the case of the former, the signature
of s′i is flat and in TopStable(αi ). Since the depth ofs′i is less than the depth ofs, by the
induction hypothesis, the signature ofs′i is in S∞(αi ) and hence,S∞(αi ) �= ∅. �

The sets IrrCsts(r ) can be computed exactly using the definition. Again, since the
number of constants isO(n), the sets IrrCsts(r ) can be computed in polynomial time as
well.

5.4. Testing conditions(c1′), (c2′), (c3′)

Finally, we consider the task of testing conditions(c1′)–(c3′) of Lemma 34. We note
that the test for first-step joinability is very easy. We only need to perform one step of
signature rewriting at root positions and check for equivalence of depth at most one terms
moduloRCC. Assumingm is a constant, this is a polynomial number of tests which can be
performed in polynomial time each.

Starting with J0 = ∅, we use the following iterative fixpoint computation to obtain
structurally joinable pairs of depth zero terms and signatures.

Jj+1 = Jj ∪ {(α, ( fβ1 . . . βm, M)) :
( fβ1 . . . βm, M) is F-irreducible,

α →root
B,P f a1 . . . am, ( fβ1 . . . βm, M) →root,?

B,P ( f b1 . . . bm, N), and

∀i ∈ {1 . . .m} eitherai ↔∗
RCC

bi andai , bi are depth 0, or

(ai , (bi , N|i )) ∈ Jj andbi is depth one, orai = bi }
whereN|i contains the positionsp such thati .p ∈ N. Note that thebi can be restricted to
depth zero or unity terms, and that theai can be restricted to depth zero terms or satisfying
ai = bi .

Lemma 36. If J∞ is a fixpoint of the above computation, then it is the set of all
structurally joinable pairs of terms(α, ( fβ1 . . . βm, M)), whereα is a depth zero term
and( fβ1 . . . βm, M) is a flat signature.

Proof. ⇒: We prove by induction on the indexj that if (α, (β = fβ1 . . . βm, M)) is in Jj

thenα and(β, M) are structurally joinable. The base case forj = 0 is vacuously true.
If (α, (β = fβ1 . . . βm, M)) is added toJi+1, then there exist rewrite stepsα →root

B,P

f a1 . . . am and(β, M) →root,?
B,P ( f b1 . . . bm, N) such that for alli ∈ {1 . . .m}, we have that

eitherai = bi , or ai ↔∗
RCC

bi and bothai andbi are depth zero terms, or(ai , (bi , N|i )) ∈
Jj . By the induction hypothesis, in the last case, each pair(ai , (bi , N|i ) is structurally
joinable. Therefore, there exist derivationsai →∗

P,B ui and(bi , N|i ) →∗
P,B (vi , N′

i ) such
that(ui , N′

i ) and(vi , N′
i ) are structurally equal. Using these derivations, we construct two
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new derivations:

α →root
P,B f a1 . . . am →∗,nr

P,B f u1 . . . um

( fβ1 . . . βm, M) →root
P,B ( f b1 . . . bm, N) →∗,nr

P,B ( f v1 . . . vm, 1.N′
1 ∪ . . . ∪ m.N′

m)

where i .N′
i is the set of positionsi .p for p ∈ N′

i . It is clear from this thatα and
( fβ1 . . . βm, M) are structurally joinable.

⇐: If α and(β = fβ1 . . . βm, M) are structurally joinable, then there exist derivations
α →∗

P,B u and (β, M) →∗
P,B (v, N) such thatu and v have the same structure and

equivalent leaves. The pair(u, (v, N)) is a witness to the structural joinability ofα and
(β, M). Using well founded induction on minimal witnesses (wrt the multiset extension
of the depth ordering), we prove that pairs of the form(α, (β, M)), where(β, M) is a flat
signature, are inJ∞.

Let (u, (v, N)) be a minimal witness to the structural joinability ofα and(β, M). Using
Lemma 31and its suitably generalized version for signature rewriting, we can assume that
there exist increasing derivations for the derivationsα →∗

P,B u and(β, M) →∗
P,B (v, N),

that is,

α →root
(l1→r1)σ

f a1 . . . am →∗,nr
P,B u = f u1 . . . um

(β, M) →root
(l2→r2)θ

( f b1 . . . bm, M ′) →∗,nr
P,B (v = f v1 . . . vm, N).

Now, we define new substitutionsσ ′ andθ ′ by modifyingσ andθ respectively, so that for
all i ∈ {1 . . .m}, if either r1|i is a variable not inl1 or r2|i is a variable not inl2, then we
force r1|i σ ′ = r2|i θ ′. Taking the two increasing derivations and eliminating the rewrite
steps at such positionsi and below, we can construct two new derivations

α →root
(l1→r1)σ

′ f a′1 . . . a′m →∗,nr
P,B u′ = f u′1 . . . u′m

(β, M) →root
(l2→r2)θ

′ ( f b′1 . . . b′m, M ′) →∗,nr
P.B (v′ = f v′1 . . . v′m, N)

such that for alli ∈ {1 . . .m}, if r1|i is a variable not inl1 or r2|i is a variable not inl2,
thenu′i = a′i = b′i = v′i , and otherwise,u′i = ui andv′i = vi . Moreover, eachb′i is depth
zero or unity, and eacha′i is depth zero or satisfiesa′i = b′i . If a′i andb′i are depth zero,
then they are clearly(P ∪ B)-equivalent and henceRCC-equivalent. For the cases where
a′i is depth zero andb′i is depth unity, we have thata′i andb′i are structurally joinable with
witness(u′i , (v′i , N|i )), which is smaller than(u, (v, N)), and hence(a′i , (b′i , M ′|i )) ∈ J∞.
Therefore,(α, ( fβ1 . . . βm, M)) ∈ J∞. �

Finally, checking condition(c1′) of Lemma 34requires deciding theB ∪ P-joinability
of depth zero terms. We again use a fixpoint computation to generate all pairs ofB ∪ P-
joinable depth zero terms. The termsα and β are assumed to be depth zero terms
below.

JC0 = {(α, β) : α ↓P β}
JCj+1 = JCj ∪ {(α, β) : α →root

P,B f α1 . . . αm, β →root
P,B fβ1 . . . βm,

∀i .(αi , βi ) ∈ JCj }.
This fixpoint computation terminates in at most(n+ 1)2 iterations if pairs are added up to
variable renaming. For instance, the pair(x, x) ∈ JC0 subsumes all pairs(y, y), wherey
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is another variable. Each iteration can be efficiently implemented sinceαi andβi can be
assumed to be depth zero terms. Again, we assume that variables are cleverly handled here
and not all possibilities for variable instantiations are tried in a naive manner.

Lemma 37. A pair (α, β) of depth zero terms is in JC∞ iff α andβ are B∪ P-joinable.

Proof. Suppose(α, β) ∈ JC∞. We prove that such a pair isB ∪ P-joinable by inducting
on the index j when this pair was first added toJCj . If j = 0, then clearlyα andβ

are P-, and henceP ∪ B-, joinable. In the other case, we haveα →∗
P,B f α1 . . . αm and

β →∗
P,B fβ1 . . . βm, such that(αi , βi ) ∈ JCj−1. By the induction hypothesis, we have

αi ↓P,B βi , and consequently,α ↓P,B β.
Conversely, supposeα andβ areB∪P-joinable, that is, there exists a (minimal depth)u

such thatα →∗
P,B u andβ →∗

P,B u. We prove by induction on the depth ofu that(α, β) ∈
JC∞. Lemma 31implies that these two derivations can be made increasing, and hence we
haveα →root

(l1→r1)σ1
s →∗,nr

P,B u andβ →root
(l2→r2)σ2

t →∗,nr
P,B u, wherel i → r i ∈ P ∪ B. If s

andt are depth zero, thens = t = u and(α, β) ∈ JC0. If not, then boths andt are depth
nonzero and, say,s = f s1 . . . sm andt = f t1 . . . tm. We claimsi andti can be restricted to
depth zero terms. If somesi (ti ) is not a depth zero term, then it is becauser1|i (r2|i ) is a
variable that does not occur inl1 (l2) andr1|i σ1 (r2|i σ2) is depth nonzero. But in these cases
the substitutionσ can be changed to setr1|i σ1 to r2|i σ2 without affecting the joinability
of α andβ. Therefore,si andti are depth zero terms that areP ∪ B-joinable throughui .
Since theui have depth smaller thanu, (si , ti ) ∈ JC∞ and hence,(α, β) ∈ JC∞. �

Theorem 38. Confluence of linear and shallow term rewrite systems can be decided in
polynomial time, assuming the maximum arity m of any function symbol in the signature is
a constant and not part of the input.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the linear and shallow rewrite system
R is also flat (Theorem 20). In Section 5.1we showed how a rewrite closureF ∪P∪B can
be constructed forR in polynomial time, assumingm is a constant.Section 5.2showed
how a rewrite systemRCC that is convergent moduloPCC rules can be constructed in
time bounded by the time for constructing the rewrite closure. The rewrite closure was
constructed using an ordering� that satisfiedAssumption 5from Section 2. The rewrite
closure was additionally shown to exhibit properties stated inAssumptions 7and14 from
Section 2. Hence, we can useTheorem 16, and consequentlyLemma 34, to decide the con-
fluence ofR. We also showed how conditions(c1′)–(c3′) of Lemma 34can be decided for
the flat and linear rewrite systems in polynomial time. Together, we get a polynomial time
decision procedure for the confluence of the linear and shallow term rewrite system.�

Example 39. Consider the rewrite systemR = {x + y → y + x, x → 0 + x} from
Example 32. We note that

TopStable(0) = {0+ 0, 0+ 0, 0+ 0, 0+ 0}
TopStable(x) = {0+ x, x + 0, 0+ x, . . . , x + 0}

TopStable(x + y) = {x + y, y + x, . . . , y + x}.
Furthermore, IrrCsts(0) = {0} and IrrCsts(x) = {x}. However, conditions(c1′)–(c3′) are
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found to hold for this system. For example, the pair(0, 0+ 0) is structurally joinable since
0 → 0+ 0. Similarly,(x, 0+ x), (x, x + 0), and all other such pairs are easily seen to be
structurally joinable. Finally, note also that signature pairs, like(x+0, 0+x), are first-step
joinable (using commutativity). Hence, this rewrite system is confluent.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a characterization of confluence for certain term rewrite
systems and used it to obtain a polynomial time algorithm for deciding the confluence
of ground rewrite systems and linear shallow term rewrite systems where each variable is
allowed at most two occurrences in a rule—one on each side. The time complexity analysis
assumes, in the latter case, that the maximum arity of a function symbol in the signature
is a constant. Relaxing the linearity and shallowness assumptions makes the problem
undecidable. Specifically, the confluence of linear term rewrite systems is undecidable
since finite semigroup presentations (associativity) can be encoded as linear term rewrite
systems [25]. The reachability and confluence of shallow rewrite systems have been shown
to be undecidable very recently [15]. Hence droppingeither of the two requirements of
this paper completely is not possible.

The framework for proving confluence captures the approaches in [13,23] and is used
to describe the results in these two papers in a single unified framework. We believe that
the same framework can be used on other classes of term rewrite systems, which might
partially relax the shallowness, or linearity assumptions in different ways.
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